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Introduction 

In November 2019, students in Sociology 134EC:  Earth in Crisis, devoted two 

weeks to studying the various Green New Deals and then convened a Popular 

Assembly to develop ideas for an Eco Vista Green New Deal.  The bulleted points 

on that document can be found elsewhere on this page.   

In February 2021, students in Sociology 130EV:  Eco Vista:  Creating Systemic 

Alternatives, returned to this space to revise, update, and write text to accompany 

the bulleted points. 

1: Housing 

A: Rents and landlords  

To help address issues surrounding rent in Isla Vista an Isla Vista Renters 

Association (IVRA) could be established.  This would be open to all residents of 

Isla Vista who do not own the dwelling that they reside in. 

The proposed IVRA would serve primarily as a political body through which 

Isla Vista renters could stand up to exploitative and unscrupulous landlords and 

advocate for their interests.  It could work alongside the already existing Isla Vista 

Tenants Union in its efforts to protect renters rights but where the Tenants Union 

focuses primarily on communications and education surrounding tenants’ rights, 

the Renters Association would seek to organize, spur action, and provide 

resources. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1L-U26jCVyyqRCeYDFAZALafhmNE7Wo4z/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1L-U26jCVyyqRCeYDFAZALafhmNE7Wo4z/view?usp=sharing
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Meetings and agendas would be democratically held, run, and set and 

member fees would not be required and landlord ratings, based on IVRA 

assessments, would be publicly available to all prospective renters. 

Because the IVRA would be a product of Eco Vista, all association activities 

would strive to have as small a carbon footprint as possible and would encourage 

all renters to adopt environmentally friendly practices.  The aforementioned 

landlord ratings would factor in environmental impacts of the properties, and other 

knowable business activities of said landlords. 

The IVRA would have close ties and perhaps operate out of the housing co-

operatives and be in close association with a proposed Isla Vista Houseless 

Association, both of which will be further discussed below. 

 

Proposal for a Responsible Students Protection Plan  

Rent, if an irresponsible student does not pay rent, the other students are not 

held responsible nor have to collectively pay to make up that rent. We will pay the 

missing rent to protect the responsible students. 

Deposits, if an irresponsible student causes a high percentage of damages in 

their room and if the other students provide proof. Responsible students will be 

protected and will not lose their part of the deposit. The irresponsible student will 

lose their deposit and it will be used to pay for the damages but if it is not enough 

we will pay or cover the rest. 

Civil lawsuits, on behalf of the RSPP against irresponsible student/s, who 

will be legally forced to become responsible for their actions, damages, and costs. 

Renting to tenants with housing vouchers is a great option for many 

landlords. There are a variety of reasons for this; it can be profitable, the housing 

authority is not as difficult to work with as many people think, and properties 

usually rent more quickly. Some of these benefits include: 

1. Pre-Screened Tenants 

2. Lower Vacancy Rates 

3. Less Turnover  

4. Tenants are Motivated To Pay their Portion of Rent 

5. Less Delinquency 
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6. Fewer Evictions 

7. Better Profit Margins 

8. Free Advertising 

9. Business Support Scholarship 

The Joy of Being Able To Help People in Need 

 

B: Co-ops   

A co-op is a housing co-operative that provides low-rent housing for 

students and other people interested living there. Inside their house they 

welcome all members regardless of their gender, race, social, political or 

religious affiliation and thereby create their own creative community. For 

creating more co-ops in the future Eco Vista, we would like to propose 

the following points:  

● Different themed houses: 

Creating co-ops that have a specific theme to it that can appeal 

to certain groups of people (for example, a religious or vegan 

co-op). With this everyone is able to find a house that fits their 

needs.  

● Engage in the community  

○ Have co-ops on every street of IV to be able to engage with that 

whole neighborhood  

○ Can help create/maintain neighborhood gardens and other 

facilities  

○ Organize special events for the community  

● Expanding by creating demand:  

Higher demand from students can create incentives for investors to 

provide housing. The co-ops have a low rent policy, which is really 

attractive for students since there is a big problem with ‘overpriced’ 

housing. A higher demand can be created by attracting more attention 

or benchmarking. And also by making the image more appealing. You 
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could think about street painting/tabling in order to spread more 

information about it. 

Besides trying to make the co-ops more known, we also have to think 

about the funding of the project. Our first step would be contacting the 

IV Community Service District, because creating more co-ops will be 

in line with the future goals of the IV community.   

C: Houselessness 

In our group, we focused on breaking down the issue of houselessness and focused 

on two points: 

-  WHO is being affected/ targeted (which communities are being 

impacted the most) and 

- HOW can we improve/change current resources already provided? 

We need to understand that this issue targets certain groups and these 

groups have no equal access to resources. 

- There are programs such as Co-op; however, we believe we need 

funding, improvements, and more effort invested in them 

- We need more community-based programs catered to everyone 

needed it 

- Yes we need requirements, BUT what if they cannot be met? (no job, 

no income, etc.) We need to start moving away from putting 

standards/requirements for these programs 

- We need to have easier access to resources 

- Advertisement!!! How to spread the word around? 

- We have a lot of abandoned houses that can be put into use; 

- Outreach: have direct communication with those being affected; listen 

to needs/concerns 

- Understand that different communities have different needs/ impacted 

differently 

- Avoid using one-size-fits-all strategies; strengthen the programs 

already in place 

Include commuters as well! Students living in cars 
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In order to meet the needs of Isla Vista’s houseless community we must first 

understand what those needs are.  That is to say that any effort by the housed 

population of Isla Vista to support their unhoused neighbors must be based in the 

belief that people understand their own problems and can clearly identify their own 

needs. 

With this in mind addressing the housing crisis should begin by finding, 

reinforcing, and building inroads between the housed population of Isla Vista and 

the unhoused population.  A place to begin looking is among students. 

Many UCSB students live in their cars in Isla Vista and, while they may not 

be the most vulnerable among Isla Vista’s homeless population, could serve as a 

good starting point. 

Hopefully, upon making inroads between the housed and unhoused portions 

of the Isla Vistan community, the framework of an Isla Vista Houseless 

Association (IVHA) can be established.  This institution should be open to any 

resident of Isla Vista who is routinely without access to permanent shelter as well 

as to persons who are deemed, by the greater houseless community to be an 

integral part of the houseless community - regardless of their housing status. 

The goal of this institution should be to serve as a political body that 

answers only to the houseless community and to exercise their interests.  Any 

involvement of the housed population of Isla Vista should be supportive and not 

interventionist.  The structure of the Association should be largely left up to its 

members but the blueprint for the Isla Vista Renters Association (discussed above) 

could serve as the foundation. 

With the infrastructure for a houseless political body, the needs of the 

houseless community can be more clearly identified, articulated, and 

communicated to the broader community.  Through community collaboration the 

programs and services that are already in place can be reassessed and the 

community can determine how to most effectively invest its energy and resources 

so as to best meet the needs of its houseless members. 

In the meantime, efforts can be made to repurpose unused houses and 

provide them to members of the houseless community.  Isla Vistans can support 

the decriminalization of homelessness.  And broader infrastructure can be put in 

place to eventually create a county-wide houseless association of which Isla 

Vista’s association could be a chapter. 
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The bottom line is that Isla Vista should provide a platform on which the 

houseless community can communicate its desires. 

 

2: Food  

A: Gardens and markets 

- Expand the gardens @ the community center & Harder Stadium 

- Expand these gardens into the IV elementary and all around Goleta 

- Each Street in Isla Vista can contribute and volunteer to grow a 

garden on their property - need to talk to the landlord, & city to get 

approval of this project.  

- Each street will grow different vegetables or fruits, plant fruit and 

vegetable trees, later share and exchange the crops grown with 

different streets in Isla Vista 

- supplies: would ask the university, local government, farmers markets 

to fund the project 

- spread awareness generation after generation of students coming into 

UCSB --> emphasize how this project is important for survival as we 

experience climate change and healthier. 

- Learn necessary gardening skills and how to grow your own food, and 

how important this is 

- With the food growing, we can use it to cook meals for the 

community, teach students, children, people to cook and experiment 

with vegetables. 

- Further education about plant-based diets 

- With the food that is grown (vegetables and fruits) we can teach 

people how to eat vegetarian or vegan and emphasize how 

incorporating a meatless diet helps with not contributing to CO2 and 

methane emissions caused by the meat industry.  

- Labor: If residents volunteer their front yard or backyard of their 

homes, they would be in charge of taking care of the crops.  
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- Labor can come from volunteers. 

- As an incentive, upkeeping the gardens could be a way for students  to 

earn school credits, gain experience, and could even look good on a 

job resume. 

- If professors get involved, they could have their class visit the 

gardens and help maintain them every so often 

- Goal: Low cost food but primarily the goal is, free vegetables & fruits 

for the community. 

- Fostering a better, closer-knit community 

- Fighting alienation brought about by capitalism and culture 

The plan to expand the gardens will impact Isla Vista greatly by growing local 

produce to be shared within the community. The gardens will be a community 

effort through growing and distributing the produce. An incentive that would 

benefit the gardens would be to allow students to work in the garden as a one unit 

class. There are plenty of students who need just a few more units to graduate. 

Another incentive is having this activity as an extra credit  for a class that is related 

to the environment or for any class that is willing to contribute to Isla Vista. 

Volunteering to help with the gardens is a learning experience that is beneficial to 

the community as well as in their own homes. They can take what they have 

learned and take the steps to apply it in their homes. People will get educated on 

how to garden and take care of the crops and how it will be good for the 

environment to keep the produce local. 

 Class unit options for garden work can be diverse, physical education units 

can be offered for groups who do weeding, digging, other labor etc. Biology or 

environmental study units could be offered for maintaining or studying 

plants/crops in the gardens. It would be interesting to offer one or two 

microbiology units for studying and monitoring the microbiomes present in the 

garden compost. I personally took a biology lab course that involved studying 

different types of plants and identifying them from pictures and identifying 

pollinator plants and their associated pollinators, this would be significantly more 

valuable to do in person outside, and the gardens would be a great space for that. 

Overall, gardens are complex and interacting with them in different ways invites 

many opportunities for learning and offering a diverse range of credits as an 

incentive to contribute. Gardens are a great opportunity for educational space.  

Offering credits would also get UCSB involved, which would invite an opportunity 
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for financial support of the gardens and their associated costs. -Written by Tori 

Jones 

 

B: Food insecurity 

●  Combination of urban gardens & preventing food waste 

● Expanding Food Not Bombs & organizations like AS Food Bank 

● Talk to city about granting tax write offs similar to CRV to people who have 

gardens or who contribute to the community garden to encourage people to 

contribute to local agriculture 

● Contact the city to create a tax break for property managers (Wolfe and 

Associates, Isla Vista Properties, etc.) who create community gardens on 

their properties 

○ This way, as students move in and out of these homes, the gardens 

will remain for the community 

○ incentive of a tax break for the property managers 

Create a course offered to students at UCSB and SBCC that teaches the 

importance of gardening and how to garden. Students can receive credit and 

will work throughout the quarter on a campus garden. This will maintain the 

campus garden, inspire students, and hopefully lead to them volunteering at 

the garden after they finish the course. Hopefully with the beauty of 

gardening, students can find inspiration to start and maintain garden work. 

● Create a garden co-op where people can earn credit by contributing to the 

garden and exchange that credit for produce. This way students will have 

more of an incentive to participate within the gardens. In order to start this, 

we can designate one group member to volunteer frequently to make sure 

the process of student garden co-op flows smoothly.  

● Creating a place where people can easily donate any left-over food or 

groceries that they have to prevent people from throwing away food, and 

donating that food to the homeless community. We can have a designated 

area with signs to make donations easier. This is important for the garden 

because the compost will provide a great contribution to the quality of the 

soil. 
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● Create a garden located in the homeless community managed by the school. 

Where students teach homeless community members how to maintain the 

garden and harvest the crops for themselves, and possibly sell it to other 

community members or produce vendors. With the amount of homeless 

people in Isla Vista, this outlet of gardening can provide fun work! 

 

C: Waste 

In order to promote a more environmentally conscious way of living, Eco Vista 

should establish educational programs for the residents of Isla Vista. This 

educational program would promote ideas regarding effective ways to limit 

unnecessary consumption, single-use items, and be more mindful of the food that 

is thrown away. Options for Isla Vista residents could include the promotion of 

buying locally, buying food in bulk, and the introduction of community gardens. 

This information could be spread to students through small presentations before 

classes start, emailing students with newsletters, and/or putting QR codes up 

around campus/Isla Vista that links a webpage with information regarding food 

waste.  

Here are some ideas to explore: 

● Establish education programs for students/residents on how to reduce 

consumption and waste of single-use items, and food:  

○ Promote local sources, bulk buying, and utilization of local 

gardening opportunities 

■ Speak in lecture halls, door to door with QR code 

● Create an organization to manage waste disposal in Isla Vista (expand 

the current Isla Vista Compost Collective to service all of IV) 

○ Sort and divert waste in Isla Vista to organic waste, recycling, 

and landfill (curbside diversion) 

■ Provide split-waste bins for residences 

■ Provide a bin for cans that bottle fairies collect (will help 

keep recyclables out of trash bin) 

○ Cut Marborg out as the main contractor for waste programs, 

localize waste diversion, and instead have a subcontract with 
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Marborg to collect what is left (landfill) at a much lower rate 

than door-to-door pickup 

○ Coffee cups are a huge part of waste especially for college 

students. Create new biodegradable coffee cups required for 

every coffee shop in Isla Vista, which can be composted and 

used as soil for plants in the community 

■ “Bring your own cup back” model for all coffee places in 

order to reduce as much waste as possible. 

D: Restaurants and Cafes 

Proposals: 

Volunteers compost local business food scraps/waste and give that soil 

back to the permaculture gardens in IV 

Introduce vegan menu items to local restaurants. With these specified 

items, half of the proceeds go back to the business, and the other half 

goes toward Eco Vista.  

Leftover food or food that is past its sell date is donated to a local food 

drive 

Create contracts with local business and the co-op/farmer’s market/ 

community gardens that ensure their ingredients/produce are locally 

sourced 

Restaurants use reusable resources for takeout (banana leaves, rice paper 

bags, bees wax, Solubags (or other “plastic” bags that are biodegradable 

and dissolve in water) 

Cheaper, more accessible vegetarian/vegan foods within local businesses 

Using a local currency throughout IV businesses? 

 

3: Culture  

 

A: Celebrations, festivals, and regular local events 

The Eco Vista Green New Deal has ideas for events to engage the community of 

Isla Vista and promote sustainable habits. To give an incentive for going to these 
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events, professors can include extra credit in the syllabus. One of these events 

would be a thrift exchange where furniture, clothes, and appliances are given away 

to students for free. All of these items will be donated by students and the event 

will include student volunteers to assist with the move in/move out process. This 

event promotes the reusing of furniture rather than throwing it away or leaving it 

on the street. It also saves students money because they will not have to go out and 

buy new furniture or clothes. Additionally, it keeps things local and allows 

students to interact with other community members.  

Another event could be a community connection day in the park open to all 

residents of Isla Vista. Local businesses and organizations can set up booths for 

food, drinks, games, and activities to reach out to the student body of UCSB as 

well as local residents. This carnival would focus on environmentally friendly 

options for vegan and vegetarian food, as well as campus organizations focused on 

sustainability and environmental justice. Eco Vista will be at the event spreading 

awareness of the organization and promoting the other projects currently in place 

to generate interest and more community involvement. Both events can be 

advertised through the school, as well as on pages like Free and For Sale, that 

reach residents not associated with the university. Either through the community 

mentioned events or on a separate occasion, cooking events will be available with 

a focus on locally grown food in the IV garden, teaching interested individuals 

sustainable recipes with a focus on vegan or vegetarian food options. With this, 

interested individuals will be able to learn new and innovative ways to take 

advantage of locally grown fruits and vegetables as well as adopt healthier eating 

habits all the while reducing meat consumption in order to reduce the carbon 

footprint that the meat industry leaves on the planet.  

 

B.  Art, Music, Video, and Film 

To incorporate art and music into the community two ideas are an open mic 

night and a community documentary. The open mic night will allow anyone to 

speak, read poems, or perform. This event will include sustainable food and be live 

streamed for anyone to watch. Everyone is invited to talk and share ideas about the 

climate crisis. Eco Vista also aims to create a weekly community documentary 

series, sharing aspects of the organization’s purpose as well as environmental 

efforts in Isla Vista. It will contain information about community gardens and 

projects, as well as an explanation of Eco Vista and Isla Vista history. Local 

environmental organizations like the Food Co-op can speak in the documentary 

and highlight their perspective on sustainability. Local musicians and artists can 

also share their work in the documentary series.  
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To spread awareness about events and projects, Eco Vista can commission a 

local artist to create flyers that can be distributed through community centers and 

door-to-door. The Eco Vista website will also be used to promote events, along 

with a strong social media presence and local networking. To generate funding, 

Eco Vista can reach out to Isla Vista Community Services District to apply for an 

event grant, or create a recurring GoFundMe for supporters and stakeholders to 

fund future projects and events. Ideally, the community can create a circular 

economy so that the money put into the events like the thrift exchange and carnival 

can generate more money that will cycle back into other events and areas of the 

Eco Vista movement that need more funding. 

 

C/D: Zines and newsletters and social media 

Getting everyone from the community involved is key in creating a cohesive, 

welcoming culture within the Isla Vista community. In order to promote inclusivity 

we must raise awareness of events and programs that are available to the public. 

Eco Vista’s social media presence will play an important role in promoting 

upcoming events. Rather than distribute paper flyers, which can be wasteful and 

easily ignored, Eco Vista’s social media platforms will post infographics and 

digital flyers that are eye-catching, informative, and easily reposted.  

In addition to promoting events via digital flyers, Eco Vista’s social media 

platforms will post a balance of public service announcements and calls to action. 

Utilizing social media will keep the public informed on a broad scale, and increase 

Eco Vista’s readership and numbers because information is so easily reposted on 

social media.  

Eco Vista will continue to engage with community members via social media at 

events by utilizing features of social media like public stories and Snapchat 

takeovers or Instagram Live’s in which an Eco Vista member can publicly share an 

event through videos on Snapchat or Instagram stories. In addition, at tabling 

events, QR codes will be hung up in local businesses so that folks in the 

community can easily follow and add Eco Vista’s account to their social media. 

Eco Vista members will be incentivized to promote Eco Vista’s social media 

platform by prizes for how many followers the platform/account gains while that 

member is tabling or doing a takeover.  

Other ways Eco Vista can increase their social media presence is by posting daily, 

getting featured on other popular Isla Vista social media accounts such as the 
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UCSB official Instagram, Only In Isla Vista, and partnering with other campus 

organizations.  

In addition to social media, Eco Vista can garner support and increase awareness 

via zines and newsletters issued weekly or monthly. Eco Vista zines are 

collaborative works of art and special topics that will inform the public of 

important PSAs, calls to action, and fun, sustainable activities. Zines incorporate 

art into their activism and are creative ways to engage the community. Weekly or 

monthly newsletters will be issued via email and include lists of current events 

regarding the environment, local events, meetings, and other relevant information. 

The newsletter will keep the public informed and motivated to make positive 

change. [add on QR codes to these] 

 

4: Economy  

 

A: Start-up and Job Creation 

One of the steps that needs to be taken in order to create a better, more sustainable, 

IV economy is to encourage more start-ups and create jobs within the IV 

community. One of the start-ups could be a local solar panel company that would 

generate jobs, encourage sustainable energy within the community, and bring 

money into IV that would stay in IV. This would work in tandem with improving 

overall infrastructure and housing within IV. By improving the city we add in 

value, but first we would need help from government grants and UCSB aid; this 

money would go towards creating a better and safer IV that meets the needs of its 

students by providing access to adequate housing/facilities and by bringing jobs 

(the can be facilitated through work study) into the community.  

Along with the solar panel start-up another key aspect of this plan would be 

integrating solar panels into UCSB itself and creating a 100% sustainable school 

within the next ten years. As before this would create new jobs and teach UCSB 

students valuable skills outside of the classroom.  

After the above steps are taken a more sustainable community will emerge thus 

creating extra funds with the saved money from using fossil fuels for energy. This 

money will then be funneled back into IV’s economy. Additionally, because the 

renovated IV must be kept in good condition, maintenance will be regularly 

required, which uncovers the opportunity to encourage existing energy companies 

to work directly with UCSB to hold instructional classes and hire students.  

https://www.instagram.com/onlyinislavista/?hl=en
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B: Services start-ups 

Creating a point system app can be an effective way to get students and people to 

keep track of environmentally friendly things they do. This app would create an 

incentive for more people to think eco-consciously and get them to connect with 

other start-ups.  It would be ideal for local markets and businesses to give out 

points through the app and give awards to users who gain points over time. 

Ways people would be able to earn parts are: donating extra vegetable foods from 

personal gardens to local markets, ride-sharing or carpooling (Uber or Lyft), using 

limes as transportation, beach/city clean- ups, donating clothes and using reusable 

utensils at coffee shops and restaurants. An app that already uses this idea is 

BunzApp so it can set an example for what we would want in the app we are 

creating. 

The rewards you can redeem would be: free yoga classes/surf lessons/ Kombucha 

lessons, free ride coupons (Lime, Bird, Uber, Lyft), purchasing donated clothes, 

reusable cups/utensils 

We could use the app to help spread awareness of Eco Vista and post activities 

going on in the community as well. 

● Music jam groups  

● Placing more trash cans and recycle cans around Isla Vista—organize to 

start up a compost truck  

More on ride-share: create a carpool/rideshare app and allow people to rideshare 

everywhere they go. They will be allowed to post on the app where they are going 

and pick up others who need rides. Can get points for ridesharing. Will be an app 

(like Uber) but for students.  

 

C: Greening of existing businesses  

The third element of the Green New Deal economy is the greening of existing 

businesses.  This would require establishing a standard for grading of local 

business “greenness,” similar to the way health department ratings are displayed at 

food service businesses. With more information about how green a business is, 

consumers could choose their purchases more carefully and vote with their dollars. 

Businesses could improve their ratings by installing lower energy consuming 

products, serving more meat-free products, refraining from providing single use 
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items, promoting less waste by more efficiently using ingredients, composting any 

waste generated, and electrifying devices that still use fossil fuels – just to name a 

few examples. This would create an incentive for businesses to become greener.  In 

addition to assisting existing businesses in their striving towards sustainability, Isla 

Vista could promote new businesses selling reusable products in a zero-waste store 

or selling locally made products.   

Additionally, our Eco Vista plan will cover the incorporation of business ideas like 

the Farmer’s Market on Camino Real. These markets can also include bike and bus 

groups to cut down on carbon emissions. IV residents can support these markets by 

bringing a similar market to Isla Vista. We can hold these markets in Little Acorn 

Park or other parks in the center of Isla Vista. Another idea is to cut back on 

problematic businesses, converting the car shop and similar businesses into green 

businesses, aiding in a green transition. Another way to incorporate waste 

treatment management and more successful conversion, is to start a common 

garden in Isla Vista.  

Solar Panels/Energy is also a great way to establish a standard for grading of local 

businesses “greenness”, and would help with energy and what tax for 

implementation is spent on. $2 million is spent each year for the fences for 

Halloween, and solar panels can be a great help to reduce the amount of energy 

used. Solar islands (which is mentioned in the Eco Watch Article), Solar charging 

stations, and expanded access for electric cars, electric scooters, and etc. are all 

ways in which the Green New Deal can make a difference. 

The last initiative in greening the Isla Vista economy and its local businesses is the 

implementing of an accessible, local currency system, perhaps called Vista Pay, 

using the Eco. The primary aim we have in localizing currency is to incentivize, 

promote, and foster a culture of community-centric shopping habits. One way to do 

this is a digital, mobile app-based interface that is partnered solely with local 

businesses. This might incorporate service models from Venmo, wherein money 

transferring is easy and even influenced by social functions of apps, and Apple 

Pay, wherein purchases at stores and businesses in Isla Vista can be made by 

simply scanning your phone. Vista Pay will also record and catalog all of your 

purchases and receipts so there would be no need for printed receipts. Once usage 

of the app has been incentivized enough (through exclusive discounts and 

promotional campaigns), the end result will be a self-sufficient and internal flow of 

currency, supported by a tight-knit culture of local consumerism.  Viva the Eco! 
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5: Resilience 

  

A: Disaster preparedness  

This section of the plan focuses on disaster preparedness in the event of a natural 

or manmade disaster in Isla Vista. In order to help Isla Vista residents become 

prepared for any type of natural or manmade disaster, the community members can 

hold required meetings for the residents before they occur. When choosing 

community members to facilitate and coordinate the committees, it would be vital 

to look into individuals that are capable of speaking multiple languages. This will 

be beneficial during the meetings as many Isla Vista residents come from different 

backgrounds. Through these meetings, basic procedures can be established and we 

would be able to notify almost every resident of the possible disasters in the future. 

Another idea could be a community initiative in which different members 

are assigned to different sections of Isla Vista that they can focus on in the event of 

natural disaster. There would be three separate phases of alerts in this system. 

Phase A would advise people living in Isla Vista about the situation at hand, Phase 

B would be an emergency alert, and Phase C would be a full scale evacuation. 

During Phase C there would be different measures in place to provide an effective 

and swift evacuation. This would break Isla Vista into different sections and people 

would evacuate according to their section. In case of a fire in Isla Vista, there 

should be a fire committee which can educate residents in the area on fire safety as 

well as provide information on areas which are more fire prone than others.  

 In addition to these ideas, other forms of preparedness that can help in the 

event of a disaster include providing helpful links embedded in alert notifications 

that will allow recipients to receive more immediate information about the topic. 

For example, in the event of a fire or other disaster/tragedy these links could lead 

to official government websites that give residents additional information or in the 

case of something like a community issue these links would lead to mental health 

resources for the residents. It would also be helpful to train UCSB professors, TAs, 

and other student workers in CPR in order to have this kind of basic knowledge in 

the case of an emergency. Those working at the IV Foot Patrol and UCSB PD are 

also individuals who can help IV residents properly evacuate without causing any 

chaos. 

 

5B Resilience  
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The climate crisis is a problem facing every part of the world and our city of Isla 

Vista is not immune. Some local/specific climate change issues we will face is a 

rise in sea level and cliff erosion. In consideration for the long run, removal of 

some houses on Del Playa that are already at risk is beneficial. The cliffs are 

eroding, so with the removal of the houses, we can change our focus from fixing 

the houses on DP to focus on cliff strengthening. Also in place of the houses, can 

be a plot of vegetation that can help cliff strengthening.  

     Another local climate issue is wildfires. Some ways to adapt to the increasing 

risk of wildfires also includes the help of vegetation, but this time replacing readily 

burned vegetation with less flammable non-invasive grass. Investing in new 

sustainable technology such as TetraKO. [possible add on working with Fire 

Department] which is an environmentally friendly fire suppressor can also help 

combat wildfire dangers in and around Isla Vista. The suppressant is 

biodegradable, can be used a day in advanced, and conserves water.  

The addition of greens/vegetation can be utilized in different ways to create 

multiple climate adaptations. Planting trees around Isla Vista can increase natural 

cooling and reduce the Urban Island Heat Effect and the resulting use of ACs.  

Introduction of green roofs can be beneficial for storm water management/flooding 

and reduce the urban heat island. The trees and green roofs also serve as an air 

purifier, removing and reducing carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. The newly 

planted trees can also be fruit trees, to be harvested and eaten. They both help the 

cooling of Isla Vista which can also be improved with painting the roofs of 

buildings that cannot grow green roofs, white. This will also help the reduction of 

the urban heat island. Another way to reduce the urban heat island is to implement 

the use of reflective materials. 

Water management is also a vital necessity, and can also be used to maintain 

the new vegetation. Green roofs as mentioned above, can capture rainwater, but for 

the buildings who can't do this, we can adjust it so we can capture/use the water as 

well. For those roofs we can attach or connect a water tank to the gutters to harvest 

rainwater. This harvested rain water can be maintained and has various uses such 

as watering other green roofs in non-rainy periods. Another possibility for water 

management is improving infrastructure and installing permeable/porous roads. 

These roads can reduce runoffs and could possibly be used to also harvest water, if 

we can connect it to a water storage. This water could potentially be used to 

irrigate the new trees and vegetation. The creation of Bioswales are also a good 

measure against stormwater runoffs and flooding.  
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 Educating and providing resources to the people of Isla Vista are also an 

important part of climate adaptation and resilience as well. Making sure that all 

people know an evacuation route for all natural disasters. Educating people about 

the climate crisis and in ways that they can help/adapt. Show the people how to 

prepare for wildfires/etc. natural disasters and distribute resources as needed. 

Knowledge about green building and renewable resources can also be beneficial. 

For instance, when people are building or renovating take this into consideration 

and create green/eco-friendly structures, install solar panels, and use less 

flammable materials. 

 

6: Energy and Transportation  

 

A. Renewable Energy  

Ideas 

Have the Isla Vista community change their preference on California Edison bill to 

renewable energy while Isla Vista builds renewable energy technologies. Instead of 

having your hard-earned dollars going towards oil companies every month to 

generate your electricity, your dollars will go to a green, American, renewable 

company. It's as easy as signing up for the green rate option on SCE's website. In 

IV the average house is occupied by 7 people so at around $7 per month extra 

(depending on your usage) the price increase is $1/month per person.  

This plan doesn't involve asking the university for one red penny, this is simply 

using the power of consumer choice to change the way power is made. I believe 

this is the most reasonable and affordable option to make IV, or anywhere in Santa 

Barbara, powered by renewables. If anyone is wondering about the reliability of 

switching to the green rate option, it's exactly the same. SCE is simply buying 

green energy on our behalf to supply us with renewable electricity. I've had the 

green option for months and the cost difference has never exceeded what I deem 

unreasonable. 

Solar panels on the houses and university buildings  

Being a large university, UCSB uses an enormous amount of energy to keep 

their facilities up and running. This also means that it is a major financier of 

companies that provide energy through grid electricity and natural gases. UCSB 

has already utilized sustainable sources of energy, but they are not being used to 
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their full potential because of the limited number of solar panel installations. In 

2018, 15% of the university’s annual electricity was produced through solar panels. 

This is an improvement from the past, but not enough change to counteract the 

rapidly increasing greenhouse gas emissions in our atmosphere. Eco Vista’s Green 

New Deal advocates to have solar panels on more houses and university buildings 

so that a majority of UCSB’s consumed energy is clean and renewable. 

Additionally, UCSB should offer applied renewable energy courses in order to 

educate students on how to maintain solar panels. These courses would be 

especially beneficial if they provided upper division credits for Environmental 

Studies majors. This would produce students that can help with the maintenance of 

the newly installed solar panels, as well as promote renewable energy and learning 

opportunities simultaneously. The ultimate value of solar panels is that they 

provide a clean source of energy and reduce our reliance on natural gas, oil, and 

other conventional, environmentally detrimental sources of energy.  

Wind turbines and tidal power 

Wind turbines have been providing clean energy for many years now and have 

continued to improve in how efficient they are. In Isla Vista we are lucky to be 

right next to the ocean which means we can use offshore wind turbines. This is 

good because offshore wind turbines are usually larger which means it stores more 

energy as well as provides more energy. We would only need a handful of these 

offshore wind turbines to provide power for all of Isla Vista which is good because 

they are rather expensive. But even one wind turbine is enough to power about 460 

homes. By placing wind turbines in the ocean we can also use tidal power to 

harness energy from the ocean itself. This is not widely used yet but could be the 

future for clean energy because tides are more predictable than the sun or wind. 

From one single turbine we could use both tidal and wind energy which would be 

helpful in powering a significant part of Isla Vista. 

Wind turbines are an amazing source of renewable energy that produces 

virtually zero carbon emissions. They are also a long-lasting, sustainable form of 

electricity production, functioning for around 20 years after their installation. 

Moreover, wind turbines are efficient in producing a net energy gain, for they are 

able to create the amount of energy that was used for their production and 

installation in 5-8 months. This is valuable because wind turbines are able to yield 

profit quickly, on top of their benefits in having a low impact on the environment. 

Each turbine is able to power over 500 houses per year without relying on 

electricity produced by conventional, unsustainable energy sources. Their energy 

output could be even higher if they are placed on cliffs or in the ocean, where wind 

speeds are especially high. In the ocean, tidal turbines generate power in a similar 
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fashion to wind turbines. However, it is imperative that they are not placed in areas 

that could harm wildlife. These turbines are most effective in shallow waters. Isla 

Vista is extremely close to the Pacific Ocean, so its location provides convenience 

for installation. Tides are predictable and powerful, which means they provide a 

strong, stable, and steady source of energy. Both wind and tidal turbines are 

fantastic producers of renewable energy that are much more sustainable than 

conventional forms of power, which rely on the burning of fossil fuels and other 

environmentally-damaging processes. 

Cut ties with oil companies    

Converting to clean energy, lowering students' gas consumption, and putting 

funding into reducing or stopping local drilling are all ways the UCSB can start 

“cut” these “ties”. If the school can not completely shift to renewable energy 

significantly lowering its usage would be beneficial. Things like creating green 

roofs, having more classes outside, or creating outdoor class spaces, not only 

promote biophilia but would also lower heating, cooling, and lighting costs at the 

school, in turn reducing energy consumption. Maintaining and upkeep of bike 

lanes and maybe creating a “slow lane” would encourage even more students to 

partake in bike riding, as many are intimidated by the face-paced bike culture 

already instilled at the school and reduce student gas consumption further. There 

could also be the implementation of one day a month where buses are not running 

in IV or at the school, further encouraging students to walk and bike to school. 

● Make UCSB fund the conversion into clean energy in exchange for the 

promise of cheaper electricity. (regenerative investment) 

● Offer applied renewable energy courses through UCSB to maintain solar 

panels. These courses could count as upper division elective units for 

environmental studies majors.  

Sources 

https://www.energy.ucsb.edu/sites/default/files/docs/UCSB_Annual_Energy_Utilit

y_Report_2018.pdf 

https://www.energy.ucsb.edu/program-information/campus-energy-generation 

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2014/06/140616093317.htm 

https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/tidal-energy/ 

https://www.energy.ucsb.edu/sites/default/files/docs/UCSB_Annual_Energy_Utility_Report_2018.pdf
https://www.energy.ucsb.edu/sites/default/files/docs/UCSB_Annual_Energy_Utility_Report_2018.pdf
https://www.energy.ucsb.edu/program-information/campus-energy-generation
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2014/06/140616093317.htm
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/tidal-energy/
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B: Transportation   

A Transportation Proposal 

1. Rideshare app: An app that allows people to post where they are going 

so that others can tag along on the ride to go to places outside of Isla 

Vista. This will reduce the number of cars on the road and make 

travelling around Goleta and Santa Barbara more efficient. 

Additionally, many students rely on Facebook groups like UCSB Bay 

Area Rideshare and UCSB Rideshare to find transportation home. An 

app would streamline such processes making rideshare more common 

and accessible.  

2. Introducing biofuel into the public transport system- which refers to 

cellulose, vegetable oil, algae, corn, sugar cane, and other forms of 

waste as an alternative fuel source. 

3. Create a better infrastructure for the Biking system, with incentives 

for riding bikes over driving cars. 

4. Increase jobs for students living in IV eliminating the need for cars to 

be the primary transportation to work. 

5. UC Shuttles for transportation of students - stops around IV 

6. Close all parking on Del Playa beyond driveways and lots. Put up 

signs/barriers labeling Del Playa a “slow street” and launch a public 

campaign discouraging driving on Del Playa. If possible, officially 

close the street to all thru traffic.  

B:  Renewable energy  

 

7: Health and safety 

 

A:  Mental health services  

● Peer Support Group Website 

○ Add modules that would be mandatory for each year to take regarding 

mental health (kind of like Gaucho FYI) in order to raise awareness 
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and help students erase the stigma surrounding mental health. This 

will especially be useful because even if one person isn’t going 

through it, they will recognize the signs and help someone else. These 

modules will also be designed specifically for your circumstances to 

help you with some anxieties you may be going through (1st year - 

4th year; transfer students; nontraditional students; etc.). These 

modules will provide mental health resources that are not linked to 

police in order to protect the people who require these resources.  

Police involvement can worsen situations where mental health crises 

are involved, and students need resources outside of police to reach 

out to during these issues. 

○ Anonymous Hotline for Students 

■ Here students can also reach out to other students and meet up 

to talk about what they are going through and help each other 

out whenever they are available since it is hard to get an 

appointment at places such as CAPS (whether it be to just rant 

about your day or talk about your anxieties). The hotline will 

use volunteers or anyone who wants to help to communicate 

with students. The website will include links/phone numbers to 

other outside resources 

● Rideshare for Appointments  

○ One reason why college students may not reach out for help is 

transportation issues. They might not have enough money or a way to 

get to the necessary appointments. Having a rideshare operated by 

volunteers by appointment would provide students with a reliable for 

students who may need rides to AA meetings, rehab appointments, 

therapy sessions and much more! Last thing they need is something 

else to worry about. In addition to free rideshare, healthcare fees 

should be waived as this would make it more accessible for those who 

don’t have the UCship or Student Health to get the help and support 

they need without worrying about the cost or not having a specific 

form of healthcare 

● Increased funding for CAPS 

○ CAPS operates as a hub for students to reach out to licensed therapists 

and schedule therapy appointments for free.  We need increased 

funding for CAPS in order to accommodate the number of students 
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attending our university.  We need appointments to be available more 

frequently so that students can get the appropriate care that they need.  

We also need more licensed therapists so that they can provide each 

student with the care they need and not get burnt out or overwhelmed 

with the number of students needing care.  

● Working with elementary school - possible new curriculum/class 

○ Many kids do not know how to express their emotions or understand 

why they are feeling the way that they are feeling; therefore they may 

become angry, depressed, or begin to have anxiety. Starting these 

teachings at a college level can be overwhelming, so starting the 

destigmatization at a young age can help youth process their mental 

state and eventually help to create a more empathetic community.  

■ Inside Out study - many therapists have started to use figures 

from the Pixar movie Inside Out to help nonverbal kids express 

their feelings, and this has helped them identify their feelings 

when they have been unable to do so in the past. If we begin to 

do this at a young age, by the time these kids reach college, 

they will be able to identify and cope with their feelings instead 

of feeling lost and alone. 

○ We make kids take gym in middle school and high school and 

emphasize physical health, but we ignore mental health, why not 

make it mandatory to take a mental health class, or offer a class for 

youth to take as an elective (not ideal) so they can understand their 

minds as they grow up and begin to discover new feelings/anxieties. 

This course/class will also offer ways for you to cope with these 

feelings and how to help a friend, family member, coworker, etc. if 

they are going through something as well. How can you help better 

your community when you are struggling yourself? If you take care of 

you, you can better your community in a clear, healthy state of mind 

 There should be events that help students express their emotions. There are a lot of 

areas that target physical health and activity but not enough regarding mental and 

emotional wellness. At such a young age we hope to support children with how 

they feel so there is less stigma regarding mental health. There should be 

mandatory classes that help you cope with your feelings and events that target 

feelings.   

- Making classes about wellness a priority  
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- Focusing on how to cope with your feelings 

- Free therapy for families and students (normalizing asking for help) 

- Curriculum that is more focused on outcomes rather than grades 

- Students leading course work 

- Skill sharing 

 

B:  Physical health services  

●  Funding 

○ To be able to accomplish this, we will need a good amount of 

money. A couple ways to fund these ideas would be reaching 

out to sponsors, UCSB, the Isla Vista Government, alumni, 

local sponsors and applying for grants.  

○ Free Clinics for Check-ups, Immunizations, and Testing 

■ This funding could be used to create free clinics where 

students could go for check-ups, immunizations and 

testing. There would be volunteers that would fill out 

positions and help out with events.  They could even 

collaborate with other doctors and nurses from local 

hospitals and clinics. To get the world out, they could 

create an easy, accessible sign up and post them around 

the schools and around town. It would also raise 

awareness about preventative health issues.  

● Weekly info meetings about health topics 

○ There could also be weekly info meetings to keep students 

informed about specific topics regarding health, as well as a 

quarterly health convention which could possibly incorporate 

all healthcare professionals of the UC systems. 

● Health Classes and Events:  

○ Healthy classes like yoga, swimming, running and nutrition 

would be provided as well, which would be great for the 

students who always wanted to join classes but had something 
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that prevented them, like cost. This would create a wonderful 

opportunity to collaborate with athletes, the rec center and 

adventure programs.  

● Fundraising Events 

○ There could also be fundraiser events  to raise money and 

awareness like a 5K through IV. 

● Campaign: Lower Student Health 

○ Overall there is an outpouring amount of reasons as to why the 

cost of student health should be lowered and it would not be too 

long to see the short term and long term benefits.  

 

C:  Safety and violence in IV  

● CSO programs are already in place, escorting people home late 

at night or when people feel unsafe to walk on their own. They 

help decrease chances of sexual assault instances, domestic 

violence instances, etc. 

The CSO program contrasts the function of IVPD, focusing 

more on safety of and helping residents rather than trying to 

punish residents.  

We must ask ourselves how we can reduce the police presence 

in Isla Vista, even during Halloween or Deltopia, and 

redistributing those funds to resources and programs that will 

be more stimulating and nurturing to the community. 

By dissolving IV Foot Patrol and reallocating funds to CSOs, 

Life of the Party, emergency phones, lighting, or other 

programs or plans for promoting safety we could actively limit 

the effect of the carceral state in Isla Vista. Some other ways we 

could create a caring community rather than a carceral 

community would be to add solar powered lighting to more 

areas of Isla Vista to promote safety, to add Emergency phones 

to off campus areas of IV, and to educate the public about what 

good citizenship looks like. 
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Mandatory yearly training will be provided through CARE 

office for ALL students, and will cover topics including 

bystander intervention, sexual assault, domestic violence, etc. 

These trainings should center the prevention of sexual assault 

and interpersonal violence form the perpetrator’s side, by 

providing information on consent and consequences. Self-

defense and similar prevention efforts will be on an opt-in 

basis, as not to trigger those who have already unfortunately 

had unhealthy experiences. 

Accompanying the training will be stricter penalties for 

perpetrators enacted by UCSB, who has historically looked the 

other way when it comes to the needs of survivors and victims 

of violence. This could include the creation of a board of 

students for sexual assault cases that go to the school (similar to 

Judicial Affairs hearings). 

 

8: Funding [under development by Eco Vista Coordinating Action Team] 

- A council that has funds delegated to fund environmental proposals: 

- Goal: funds should be available for those trying to better the earth, it 

is helping us all 

- It allows the environmental creativity of the people to flourish and 

come to life   

- Allows all organizations that have similar project ideas and goals to 

work together  

- “Eco-fund”: can apply for grants  

- Separated into different categories  to ensure that all categories 

are funded equally and allow more people to collaborate. [build 

community] 

- Support events hosted by eco-vista  

- Food  

- Advertising 
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- Art supplies   

- Who’s in this council? 

- Indigenous community [reintegrate into the conversation and 

action, a lot of knowledge we can learn from] 

- Students (UCSB/SBCC) 

- Environmental group representatives 

- Eco Vista  

- EAB 

- Edible Campus program  

- Etc.  

- Long-term residents 

- IVCSD 

- Parks and rec  

- This will allow for many voices to be able to have a say in what is 

funded and provide a platform for ideas  

- In order to get funding, we need to spread awareness why these are 

important topics and why should be funded 

- Podcast; women environmental activist 

- Talk about out intersections  

- Educate our communities 

- Bring more awareness about people our age  

-  Share out experiences, inspire others  

- Guest speakers: professors, students 

- Anyone want to join us?  

- Next quarter? You could get eco-vista credits [Soc 190A] 

- IV community center garden  
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- First episode soon, john will be sent a link  

 

9: Organizing and outreach 

 

Eco Vista is composed of all types of Isla Vista residents, students and non-

students. We can expand this community by educating people and getting them 

involved in major decisions of Eco Vista and the community. Eco Vista could 

implement programming that could be adopted by Gaucho FYI to get more 

students involved in the process. Programming could include background on the 

area, Isla Vista history, current events, and future plans. We can also raise more 

awareness to students in the community by partnering with clubs and Greek life, 

and holding more community-based events organized. We can spread knowledge 

on how to take care of Isla Vista in fun ways by offering BBQs and showing films 

and presentations, rather than reading about the problems and solutions in an 

article. Teachers can offer their students extra credit for attending such events or 

community meetings and make a short assignment about what they learned. Many 

community members want to be involved with Eco Vista, but all have different 

schedules, so recording meetings and events will allow them to watch it on their 

own time.  

We can also spread the word through physical posters in local businesses across IV 

and digital flyers over social media. We can reach the complete student body by 

doing a school-wide email, or we could partner with departments (like 

Environmental Studies or Sociology) to get a segment in their newsletters. We can 

collaborate with these departments as well in incorporating more Eco Vista-based 

classes, or including its principles as curriculum in already established classes. We 

can host engaging workshops to teach skills and connect with community members 

and host film screenings in the IV theater. 

It is also important for us to connect with the roots of our land. It is our 

responsibility to reach out to the Coastal Band of the Chumash people and include 

them in the conversation. We should have a team who is in consistent 

communication with the Chumash to pass on their teachings on how to respect the 

land. 

 

10: Holistic planning  

A: Visioning Eco Vista  
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B:  A development plan for Eco Vista –  

 

 

12: Policy and Legal Reform  

Policy and Legal Reform Task Force  

A coalition to tackle restrictive policies laws to help that each group 

needs help creating/reforming/abolishing in efforts to establish Eco 

 Vista.  

This group can alleviate pressure other groups have when they run into 

the politics and laws that keep shit from flowing smoothly. 

Example: Making it easier for outside local entities to better support the 

community 

*** 

 


